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THE CHRISTIAN LEARNS HIS FAITH 

 

2 

 
"THIS CRUCIFIXION" 

 

 "The redeemer of Israel is dead."  That was the stark fact from which the journey to Emmaus 

began. Our studies in the Christian faith set within the story of that Chapter (St. Luke 24.13 to 35) 

must take their departure from the same point. Cleopas and his companion start from an end: they 

begin from a ruin of despair. All their words are in a past tense. "We trusted... we hoped... we saw 

not..." They may even have gone off to Emmaus, trying as it were to walk out of a cul-de-sac. For 

how else could they have forsaken Jerusalem at such a tense and confused moment, unless they had 

somehow determined to cut loose from a total wreck and begin all over again when somehow their 

minds and spirits had grown familiar with the tragedy? 

 Short of some sudden domestic urgency, like a death in the family, or a Roman raid on their 

homestead, is there any other explanation of their strange behaviour in leaving Jerusalem at such a 

juncture save utter disillusionment and a chronic sense of futility? Had the very precincts of their 

pain and perplexity become intolerable to their oppressed and broken hearts? Those confused 

rumours about resurrection leave them un-explored: perhaps that was the treatment they deserved.  

In any event, there was a finality in official rejection of their erstwhile teacher that no new 

circumstance could possibly reverse. 

 In this mood, they set out on the furlongs to Emmaus. From this fact of the crucifixion, as a 

crushing blow, the whole structure of Christian doctrine begins. Belief is born out of adversity: and 

to treasure the belief we need the full significance of the adversity. This we penetrate when we 

walk with the two disciples. 

 "This crucifixion'" — the crucifixion of Jesus, the event which all had witnessed. Note the 

almost taunting surprise with which they said to Jesus: "Are you the only pilgrim in Jerusalem not 

to know of recent events? Have you been living alone in the city, quite devoid of any 

 

sort of contact? How could you have been there at all without hearing of it, unless you were 

wrapped in some private dream-world?" Crucifixions, of course, were entirely familiar in 

Jerusalem. The territory was occupied, given to insurrection, and Roman methods were brutal, 

summary, and careless of human life and limb. Fathers of that generation had seen the hillsides 

littered with crosses, and their sons would see them again. Execution and its symbol were a 

commonplace. But this crucifixion — the "Messiah" of Israel, "the king of the Jews," the Master 

and Teacher of Galilee—-'He 'was dead — and in these circumstances of cruelty and shame. It was 

there, an undeniable event: but the mind could not live with it. 

 The religious leaders had refused him: the disciples had been powerless to avert the end: God 

had not intervened to save Him: and Messiah Himself had been unable even to secure His own 

person. And how should a Messiah save others who could not ensure His own' safety. 

 Out of this desperate mystery of negation, the disciples sought release in words. Their discussion 

was animated and passionate, despite the gloom in their souls. St Luke's description is vivid: "What 

are these exchanges which you are throwing back and forth" (using a word reminiscent of a boxer 

in the gymnasium punching a bouncing ball, or a player returning a ball into the other's court.) 

Perhaps this very heatedness of anguish explained their non-recognition of the stranger who came 

up from the rear, taking their mood as His cue. 
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 The intervention hardly stays the passion of their debate: it rather turns it into an excited flow of 

information for the oddly ignorant. If they felt any scruples about such freedom on a dangerous 

topic with a new unknown, they cast them carelessly away, falling over each other in their words 

 "What happenings?" asked Jesus. 

and then Cleopas and the other, in quick rejoinder, piecing out each other's story: 

 "About. Jesus of Nazareth, a prophet whose deeds and words had power with God. 

 "And with the people too." 

 "The head priests, and our rulers, handed him over for sentence of death and execution, and so 

crucified him." 

 For our part, we took him as the hope of Israel." 

 

 "But it's now three days since all this befell." 

Then the mystery about the women and .their early morning visit to the tomb and the final 

wretchedness: "Of him they saw nothing." 

 The Enquirer's "ignorance".had drawn out the full measure of their bitter chronicle. He had 

made them look squarely at their own condition and drawn out all their state. This must always be 

the way of the faith: it must needs deal with the world as men find and suffer it. The very things 

which thus narrated make their disillusionment are in fact the very things that make salvation. But 

only when, truly seen and known.  It is to this that Jesus turns, To understand His words we need to 

look back over the antecedents of this crucifixion. We find them triangular: public rejection, 

bewildered discipleship and the clear-sighted steadfastness of Jesus. These are the inter-acting 

factors which make up the climax Cleopas and 'x' were trying to unravel. 

 

PUBLIC REJECTION 

 

 It was, they said, the very rulers and head priests who handed Jesus over: the proper leaders and 

authorities, in the Jewish hierarchy who, on this occasion, conspired, with the Roman power to 

liquidate Jesus. Such co-operation would have been distasteful anyhow — the sort of 

"collaboration" to give any patriot pain. But. in such a paradoxical cause. The heads of the nation 

betray a potential Messiah of theirs to the very Caesar whom Messianic hope expected to unseat. 

And all this, much against the grain, so Cleopas implied, of the popular approval of Jesus (v. 19 and 

20). 

 Why this dark antagonism? Why these national ringleaders in rejection? Jesus was plainly a 

prophet whom vested interests and pride of office combined to destroy. This fact of hostility is a 

central concern of the Christian history, which sees in it a making concrete of human evil. Here, it 

says, is "the sin of the world," in the sense that Jesus' teaching and person constitute a sort of test 

case of human decision. A world which can want Him dead is a world which is wilfully "walking in 

darkness" and at war with its own benediction. 

 We shall trace this strange antagonism to Jesus, for Himself and for His teaching, when we take 

up later the ways in which He was "mighty in deed and word." (Paper 9)). The point here is that He 

was opposed and resisted to the extent of being willed dead by those to whom He came and in 

whose heritage of expectancy He operated (See 

 

later on The Messiah, Paper 3). It is that antipathy, in all its range and depth, which we must reckon 

with. 
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 Incidentally, it is a factor of which the Qur’an is well aware. The hard lot of the prophets was 

one of the main "comforts" of Muhammad, in facing the opponents of his mission. There are 

Qur’anic echoes of the indictment of gainsaying people in the Old and New Testament.  (eg. Surah 

2.87.) Obduracy is almost a refrain in the Qur’anic account of the Jews and sundry other peoples 

"to whom the word of God came." The basic elements which make up the external pathway to the 

Cross of Jesus are common experience to a Qur’anic Islam. 

 And there, too, something of the underlying dilemma with which this kind of situation faces all 

prophets is sensed and phrased. What does God's representative do when he is resisted and 

maligned? To this question there is an ultimate answer in Islamic terms in the pattern of the Hijrah, 

the way of political action and safeguards of defensive (or offensive) force. This conclusion is the 

inner logic of the Prophet's whole biography. "Seek ye first the kingdom of Caesar and his sceptre, 

and all other things will be added unto you." The crux is statehood: the answer is power: the clue is 

in and of this world. 

 But it was not always so, even in the Qur'an's hints and dicta on this central theme. In Surah 

10.46 there is even the possibility that Muhammad might be allowed to die before seeing the 

fruition of his mission, and the same Surah, v. 99, asks whether, in the light of the divine 

sovereignty, he would compel people to become believers? Again in 13.40 is the crucial distinction: 

"Yours it is only to bring the message home. Ours it is to do the reckoning." The same insistence in 

36.16 and 42.47: "You have no task save that of publishing the clear truth." (cf. also 16.37 and 84: 

29.17: and 24.53.) In the event, of course, Muhammad believed himself called to take "the 

reckoning" also into his own hands on God's behalf. But, these and other passages being what they 

are, they bring Islam very close to the heart of our Lord's ministry, namely how may, how should, 

the truth prevail? Or, in other terms, what does a prophet do in face of enmity to himself, and 

thereby, to God? 

 This issue in the New Testament narrative and Jesus' answer to it lies within all that puzzled and 

oppressed the two Emmaus-bound disciples.  But it also burdened all their colleagues long before 

that aftermath of its climax. What could, or should, disciples do in this circumstance of their 

teacher's danger and rejection? 

 

BEWILDERED UISCIPLESHIP 

 

 It is evident that in their own way the disciples were just as much involved in this as their 

Master. They were not merely hangers-on.  They were integral to the teaching campaign and to the 

purpose of the Kingdom. (St. Mark 3-14)  Were they not the twelve patriarchs of a new Israel, as St 

Matthew's Gospel loves to indicate? (e.g. 10.28.) What then were they to do about the intimidations 

and malevolence their Master suffered? 

 They should of course share their Teacher's fortunes and bear the brunts with Him. Rather we 

should say that they should do so with the idea of shielding Him. (This is probably the force of 

Peter's words; "This shall never be to Thee") It was expected that the servants and helpers of 

Messiah would get the slings and arrows, as a condition and price of His immunity. For this the 

disciples, in their steady dogged courage, were certainly ready. Their final abandonment of Him 

was not mere cowardice: not cowardice at all. Rather the bewilderment of trying to save a Messiah 

who seemed quite unready to be saved. 

 For, in all this, Jesus and the disciples were operating within quite contrasted concepts of what it 

was to be Messiah. This cross-notion persisted even after the Resurrection. It was voiced en route 

to Emmaus: "We had been hoping that he was the man to liberate Israel." (v. 21). We hear it in Acts 
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1.6 "Lord wilt thou at this time restore the kingdom unto Israel?" These political concepts had 

sustained the disciples' allegiance. It was the collapse of them, which so embittered them about 

their rulers' treachery. They had been in constant tension with the ideas of Jesus about suffering and 

had found His education of them into His pathway quite incomprehensible (e.g. St. Luke 18.34: St. 

John 12.16). Even after the crucial confession at Caesarea Philippi, Simon Peter, hard on his 

glorious recognition, bluntly reproved the form of Messiahship which the newly acknowledged 

Messiah should follow. (St. Matthew 16.16-23). 

 Never, till beyond the end, did the disciples understand, and act with, the Messianic way of 

Jesus. He and they walked in a perpetual ambiguity about what being Messiah involved. Hence the 

pain and danger: hence the confusion and sorrow; hence Gethsemane, as something Jesus must 

suffer alone and into which He could only take three of His disciples, and they sleeping. It was not 

that He failed to make it plain (see the sequence of St. Mark 8.31: 9.31: 10.33-34)- It 

 

was that they were unable to grasp and conceive it. Only when Jesus had truly and verily been the 

Messiah, through the Cross, could they learn how Messiah was. 

 Nowhere is the ambiguity sharper than in the Palm Sunday entry -— our Lord's deliberate 

challenge to Jerusalem in and with His pattern of Messiahship, lowly, gentle, patient, peaceful, and 

compassionate. But the disciples, and many of the populace with them, took it as a much-

postponed, and long-desired, demonstration of political pretension and conquest. Here was a focus 

of gratitude and affection for a healer and teacher which, in His hands, eluded the sequel that 

otherwise it might have been expected to enjoy. It petered out like a damp squib and issued into the 

cleansing of the temple that set all His foes about His ears. 

 Again, in the inscription of the titulus over the Cross the same strange, double sense of 

Kingship. "This is the King of the Jews." A mocking travesty of any recognisable Messiahship and 

yet in its own tortuous fashion a statement of the fact.. Pilate, in phrasing it, was only recalling 

(bitterly or sullenly?) that exchange between himself and His prisoner that had oddly centred 

around the sort of meaning either could ascribe to "Kingship." (See St. John 18. 33-37') "Art thou a 

King then?" asked Pilate in final confusion, failing to find any meaning to the word than Caesar 

would assume, though he had begun by quoting it in a Jewish context. And this was precisely why 

Jesus had asked him whether he meant it in his own Roman way or as something from another 

source and realm (v. 34-) With Pilate, as far as history knows, the question was never clarified. 

 Nor was it for the disciples until after the Resurrection. They, therefore, went down into the final 

crisis of their Master's betrayal and execution believing Him to have somehow the immunity of 

Messiah — an immunity which they should either share or serve. This made His arrest so shattering 

and His liquidation, speedy and brutal as it was, so agonising. Their every instinct was against its 

feasibility and its rightness. We cannot penetrate the Christian understanding of the Cross unless 

we fully gauge this fact. 

 What could they say of the divine inaction? Why had not Messiah's God intervened against His 

foes? (How sharply Islamic is the disciples' burden!) Does not Cleopas plainly link God in v. 18 of 

our chapter with the approval of Jesus? Why then did Heaven abandon its own servant and 

spokesman? Or why (again an Islamic instinct) — why had not they been allowed to do Heaven's 

defending work on its behalf ?  If God would not act directly, why should not they take up His 

cause in Jesus, and ensure that He remain inviolate and secure? 

 Yet here the ambiguous ideas of Messiah they held had no operating liberty. For Jeus refused to 

be rescued. One cannot defend a Master who forbids what His defence entails. Peter's brief 

intervention is a pathetic gesture (St John 18.10) but surely he is unmanned more by our Lord's 
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bearing than his own clumsiness. We are wrong if we take the disciples for cowards. They were 

men who knew no precedent for discipleship to such Lordship. And it is this consternation which 

broods over the Emmaus conversation. It Could well be that the exchanges Jesus there overheard 

had to do, in part, with just this crux of frustration. 

 There was every logic on their side. Surely Messiah should be safe, since His own person was 

vital to the Kingdom? How could His presence be dispensable? How could His prestige recover 

from such ignominy? Was there any escaping the conclusion: "Himself not saved, there is no 

saving others."? 

 This was the finality of their despair, the event out of which Christianity was fashioned. Let us 

return over the same ground from within the choices and purpose of Jesus. 

 

JESUS STEADFASTLY AS MESSIAH 

 

 Here is the third corner of our triangle. Moving in the midst of accumulating enmity is the 

central figure, aware of the rulers' rising hatred. Companying daily with His disciples He struggles 

with their uncomprehending loyalty, which is all the more taxing for Him since it is such a 

combination of fidelity and slowness, of intimacy and distance. But in respect of both contexts, the 

outer and the inner circle of the public hostility and the private perplexity, He holds to His 

unswerving, course, His sirat al-mustaqim. 

 In this tenacity is the deepest wonder of the Gospels, the 'urwat alwuthqa’ or most firm 

handhold, of the divine will. (cf. Surah 2.206 and 31.22.) In the public encounter Jesus does not 

flinch; in the private fellowship of the disciples He does not falter. There is need to study both 

aspects of His movement of spirit, and to keep in mind that the Qur’anic Jesus, who needs rescue, 

is very much in character with the Gospel Jesus who does not seek or frame it. Plainly one of whom 

it is alleged, as in Surah 4.157 that God in a final denouement raptured him from his enemies, is not 

one who has antecedently forestalled that necessity by public compromise or inward manoeuvre. 

Did we but see it, the Qur’anic need for Jesus to be rescued speaks volumes for the sort of Jesus He 

was. And unconsciously, if not explicitly, they confirm the New Testament picture of His approach 

to Calvary. 

 It is, however, that latter picture which is our present pre-occupation. Whence and why this 

readiness to suffer, this assurance that only in so doing is the world redeemed and Messiahship 

accomplished? To Jesus it was all so clear and certain, in the deep logic of compassion and eternity. 

Hence that patient impatience (as we saw in Paper 1) with which He chided Cleopas and the other 

disciple. "Dull of wit and slow of heart" He said, unimaginative and stulted their minds, in this 

untuned with Heaven. 

 "Ought not the Messiah to have suffered these things?" He queried, in a question plainly 

awaiting the answer: "Yes! He ought." Whereas every instinct of the disciples, and of Israel, would 

have phrased the question expecting the answer: "No! He ought not." Every fibre of a Jew's being 

(or of a Muslim's too) would insist that the Cross of Calvary is the last thing that ought to have 

happened. It was the cruellest injustice, the sorriest travesty, the plainest shame. By what criteria 

could it ever conceivably be "fitting" for the Christ of God? 

 In the sense of that question, the whole of Islam walks the Emmaus road in the company of 

Cleopas. Not it is true, in the immediate sequel of what to him was a desperate personal mystery; 

but in the lapse of the centuries, when heresies had time to whisper again that suffering and 

Divinity can have no links and that the fact of the Cross, being too bad to be conceivable, must be 

unthinkably untrue. And we now cannot but take those lapsing centuries with us when we walk 
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again the road from Jerusalem. In overhearing how Jesus reasons with Cleopas, we learn how He 

would explain Himself at the portal of a mosque. 

 "In Moses and all the prophets" — not just every prophet, but all that they had to say, including 

those dimensions of their vision which pride or discomfort usually forgot. These yielded, so to 

speak, the documentation. But surely in a sense we must go back beyond them. A suffering 

Messiah is not merely right because the prophets foresaw him so. Why were the prophets right in so 

seeing him ? There must be reasons, more ultimate than their authority, to authenticate the authority 

we find in them. They were, after all, the immediate sourcebook Cleopas knew. What is explicit in 

the prophets is implicit in the eternal mind: it is both we must penetrate. Nor are we right in using 

v. 2) to justify all our proof-texts, like a blank cheque for any exegesis. It is surely in the deep, 

broad, spiritual consensus we must explore the meaning. (In Paper 5 we will look more specifically 

at "all the prophets" and the Old Testament as the source-book standing behind the Christian faith 

as it is constituted in the fact and acts of Jesus the Christ. 

 What then was the Messianic secret of Jesus witnessed by the prophets and made fact in the 

Cross? Surely first the integrity of His own teaching. Could He have taught as He did and then 

abandoned His own loyalties in the will to save Himself? He could only have mollified the 

antagonists and melted their will to His death, by repudiating all He had proclaimed about the 

openness of the Kingdom to publicans, about the law as servant, and not master, of the divine will, 

about the spiritual blindness of the self-righteous and the dangers of priestly or other privilege. 

These, and other points, occasioned the controversy between His foes and Himself. Only in 

inconsistency with Himself could He obviate their hatred. 

 Contrariwise, His acceptance of the danger of their hostility was the self-consistency of His 

sermon on the mount, the continuity, into the new circumstances of their conspiracy, of the 

loyalties He had undertaken in the wilderness. There was no escape from the Cross unless 

everything about Jesus was to be disqualified. This is the "logic" of His teaching. 

 But there was the deeper "logic" of wisdom and love. He could, one may say, have met the 

demands of loyalty by remaining where the issues need not be joined, in Galilee that is, where 

perhaps He could have preached until old age in peace. Jerusalem was the citadel of the very 

bigotries against which His words were set. Loyalty could be seen to need His presence there. 

 So He deliberately went up to the capital, for the reason that in the city encounter would be fully 

joined, since there surely would be focussed the self-expression of evil. "It cannot be that a prophet 

perish out of Jerusalem" (St. Luke 13.33) - strange, enigmatic saying! a sharp irony of Biblical 

history. The city of the central worship and the focus of Messianic expectancy would house the 

concentration of rejection, which He would match by the taking of its consequences. "Behold... the 

sin of the world": "Behold the Lamb of God which beareth away the sin of the world". — Both 

would be true of Jerusalem, meeting in the same event where human sin would show its final hand 

with nails in the hands of Jesus. 

 What less than this, what other than this, suffices? Not by teaching alone is man restored, for 

teaching he defies. Not by law alone is man re-made, for law witnesses to his good but cannot make 

it actual. Not by statehood alone in the service of the law or the teaching, for this excludes what 

compulsion and the political can never satisfy and leaves the imperial thing itself outside the saving 

criticism. Teaching, law, education, legislation, community, authority — all these have their 

relative place. But there is no salvation for. the human situation that is merely legal, or ethical, or 

political. Messiah's action must be more ultimate than these. 

 So it was that prophets came upon the truth that in the fact and the manner of their suffering they 

could sustain an outwardly defeated, but an inwardly victorious, encounter with the evil world, and 
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release energies of redemption for its restoration. This was the clue by which Jesus lived His 

Messiahship and died to crown it. Only in that submissiveness would evil find no part in Him (cf. 

St. John 14.30) The Cross is what happens when evil, enmity, prestige, sin, find no answering and 

new-breeding return of their own image. And with this refusal of their entailing recurrence goes a 

positive authority which liberates the will they enslave and purges their stain. It is this which has 

happened inclusively at the Cross. For there the forgivingness of Jesus as the Christ is present, in 

the price of pain and death, towards the representative "sin of. the world" which is the occasion of 

His death. In taking it, He takes it away. 

 This is the "ought" in the counsels of Jesus as the Christ: this is "the entering into His glory.” 

 

JESUS HIMSELF...WITH THEM…” 

 

 But it was a reality only discerned in experience. "Logic" alone, even the deep counsels of the 

Spirit by which Jesus had been, the suffering Messiah, could not explain it to His disciples, at least 

not in words and terms. It became real as an explanation only because His living presence 

 

became real as an experience. The knowledge of Christ's Resurrection is just this reality in 

experienced form. "Jesus Himself drew near and went with them.” 

 He is the explanation of Himself: it was in the recognition of Him that "their eyes were opened" 

to all the significance of the opened Scriptures and the interpreted wisdom of God. Surely this was 

the reason for their saying in retrospect: "How slow we were: we ought to have recognised Him, for 

only He could have affected us so."  The truth of Jesus' way of suffering was the inner fact of the 

knowledge that He was risen. His living presence was the token of His victory, of the fact that He 

in the manner of His Messiahship was right. Tidings of the empty tomb could not persuade, as long 

as "Him they saw not." Without Him, news that His sepulchre was vacant could only alarm and 

dismay their hearts. 

 A further Paper must be devoted to the careful learning of the Resurrection and its place in 

Christian faith. Here we leave our thoughts on the crucifixion as they are guided by the story of St. 

Luke 24. Perhaps we can sum it up around that perplexing word about the death of Jesus that 

occurs so enigmatically in Surah 4.157 — the word "to seem." Certainly the death of Jesus 

"seemed" to be what the disciples thought it, namely a total and unrelieved tragedy, the end of hope 

itself. 

 A master-teacher, whose power in deed and ministry none could deny, had been shamefully 

rejected by the responsible authorities of His nation, handed over to the imperial arm, summarily 

condemned and crucified, leaving behind Him a shattered group of forlorn disciples who had had to 

let Him die. Their confidence that He had been the Messiah was broken for ever in view of a fate 

which He Himself had done nothing to avert and over which Heaven had preserved an aloof silence 

of inaction. This was the appearance. 

 Yet "it only seemed so." Within this strange event was the heart achievement of Messiah.  

Unrecognised by His disciples and all unknown to His enemies, His fate had been the patient 

anticipation of His mind and will — not in some martyr mood of immolation, but in the sure and 

open reckoning of grace. "The evil that men do," so manifestly active in His rejection, could itself 

be broken and defeated only in a quality of forgiveness and the will to bear and suffer. This victory 

He had won in the manner of love in His dying and this the Eternal authority of God had 

corroborated — not in some frustrating rescue but in the victorious continuities of the Passion and 

the Resurrection. This was the reality. 
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 So, in this sense, what Emmaus had to learn was to strip the deceptive from the actual, the 

apparent from the real, in the fact of the Cross. Islam has had a variety of ways of exegesis of Surah 

4-157.  There is the traditional substitute theory of another sufferer mistakenly identified as Jesus; 

or the Ahmadiyyah claim that it was the real Jesus in the crucifying but that He had only apparently 

died; or the feeble proposal that the passage means to exonerate the Jews and blame the Romans 

("They did not kill him... etc.": though the pronouns are "hidden" and not emphatic.) 

 Could it not be, perhaps, in the end, that the meaning stands in the sense of Richard Crashaw's 

haunting lines which so truly describe "this crucifixion"? 

 

"0 strange, mysterious strife  

Of open death and hidden life:  

When on the Cross my King did bleed,  

Life seemed to die, death died indeed." 

 

 

QUESTIONS FOR STUDY AND DISCUSSION 

 

(1) How would you explain and analyse the reasons why "the chief priests and the rulers" wanted 

Jesus dead?  

(2) What is meant by saying that Jesus' willingness to suffer was simply the self-consistency of His 

own teaching? What do you see to be the relation between what Jesus taught and the fact of His 

death? 

(3) How did Jesus see the shape of His task in relation to the evil, which the will to His death 

embodied, on the part of His contemporaries? Why is it that sin and wrong are not taken away 

until they are taken, in and by a love that suffers? )    

(4) Explain (putting Quest. 3 the other way round) how things would have stood if the evil implicit 

in crucifying Jesus had been (a) thwarted by God's rescue of Him:  (b) evaded by Jesus' 

trimming or compromise of His teaching: (c) resisted by active force on His part or that of the 

disciples? How does the Cross transcend and out-think all these alternatives? 

(5) What was the ambiguity about Messiahship as between Jesus' view and that of His disciples? 

How and where does the ambiguity emerge in the Gospel narrative? 

(6) "We trusted that He was the One to liberate Israel" — what, in your view, were they expecting? 

(7) St. Paul wrote: "I delivered unto you... how that Christ died… according to the Scriptures...” (i. 

Cor. 15.3) What did he mean here by "according to the Scriptures."? 

(8) "Ought the Christ to have suffered these things?" What would Islam say, and why? 

(9) "He can never save others, now that He has failed to save Himself." Something like that the 

disciples certainly thought.  Why were they wrong? 

(10) While His death was real and actual, an event of history, followed by burial, could there yet 

be for the Christian a valid sense in which he could say with the Qur’an: "It only seemed so," — 

in that His foes found Him indestructible? 

 

 


